Abstract-The statistical properties of random rough surfaces are related to the basic radius of curvature condition for applying a physical optics scattering model. The relation between different surface slope regimes pad the use of approximate physical optics models are discussed. Included is how scattering from surfaces with other than small slope conditions restricts the use of such approximations.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE THRUST OF this paper is to show that in the T application of physical optics to rough surface scattering there are basic differences that are related to the magnitude of the surface slopes. The application of physical optics principles to rough surface scattering analysis involves the Kirchoff integral representation for the scattered EM wave where the boundary conditions on the surface are satisfied by the use of Fresnel plane wave reflection coefficients [ 11- [5] . This use is justified if the average radius of curvature of the local surface is considerably larger than the EM wavelength (R, % X). In this overall context we will address two topics. First, from an analysis of the statistical properties of the surface we will determine the conditions that lead to the required R, relationship. Second, we will examine an extension of the formalism by which a convenient expression for the normalized scattering cross section, U' can be derived under conditions which do not involve taking the high frequency (geometric optics) limit, A + 0.
Before proceeding to the analysis, it may be helpful to make a distinction. We consider a condition such as T/X S 1 or u/T < 1 to be just a statement of the relative magnitude of the respective lengths. Here, T is the surface correlation length and U is the standard deviation in surface heights. As such, it does not strictly correspond to a limiting process in which a term becomes vanishingly small (such as the geometrical optics limit, X + 0) with respect to all other relevant lengths in the formulation.
II. SURFACE HEIGHT RELATIONS
We begin by considering the statistical parameters that characterize the rough surface, T and U . We assume the heights are Gaussian with either a Gaussian or power law correlation. The heights and correlation are taken to be isotropic. We divide the surfaces into different slope regimes and examine the relation between T and R, . In particular, we will show that for small slopes the single condition T s= X is a sufficient condition to have R, B A while for intermediate and larger slopes it is not only a sufficient condition but is also necessary. Note that this analysis depends on the statistical surface properties and does not in itself say anything about the ability to,arrive at useful expressions for ua in these surface regimes.
The surface is considered to have either of two classes of correlation function. The first is the Gaussian correlation:
where T is the distance between two points on the surface. The second form of correlation is a power law:
where q is positive. Cosgriff et al. 
Note that z' = a z / a~ = az/ax = az/dy since the surface slopes are isotropic. We also have (VmEVnE) = ( -l ) m + n a m + n r ( 7 ) / a T m + n l , =~.
Then, for a Gaussian correlation function
For a power law correlation function
These results will be used in our analysis of statistical surface properties.
III. GENERAL SOLUTION We have examined the statistical relations describing the variances of the surface height slopes and the slope derivatives. We now extend that concept to the covariance between these two quantities. As a consequence of our correlation functions being differentiable, stationary and rotationally invariant with odd-order derivatives that vanish at the origin U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright ~~ we can say that For the Gaussian case, this gives
Thus, for our correlation functions, the slopes and slope derivatives at any point on the surface are statistically uncorrelated. Further, it is a theorem from random processes that the distribution of the derivative of a normal process with zero mean and variance, u2 is again normal. This can be applied to get the probability density function describing the slope at a point:
Also, for the slope derivative, we have
Then, since z' and Z" are uncorrelated, we can write a joint density function p(z' , z") as and hence
The analysis is similar for the power law case. If we consider only the zeroth order solution, these results are equivalent to those obtained by Ulaby et al. [SI for small slope conditions. From these results, we arrive at the sufficient condition that T %= X implies R, B A for Gaussian correlation and for any power law case where q -1 (including the 3/2 law used by Cosgriff et al. [6] ). One particular point should be made here. The case where T = X also leads to the result R, B h for the Gaussian case (and a similar argument would apply for some power law cases). Thus, for the small slope regime we have the overall result that T s-X is indeed a sufficient condition for physical optics models to apply, but it From (3) we can write the equation for the expected value of however, that we wish to consider extending Our analysis to other surface conditions. The large slope regime (u/T s-1) also allows simplified forms for the solution of R,.
For that case, the argument of the confluent hypergeometric the curvature as Integrating over z" then yields We now introduce the results for the two correlations and get RC=0.6T (Gaussian) and RC=0.6T/Jq (power law).
dz'. (8) As a result, we have that for surfaces with large slopes, T s-X is not only a sufficient condition but also is necessary for R, B X for the Gaussian case. In addition, as long as the restriction on q = 1 holds, this also is true for power law
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain where U(a, b, x) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind with x = 0 . 5 ( (~' )~) -~ (see t71).
IV. SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Now, having obtained this analytic expression for (1 K1) (or R,), we want to examine the relationships between R, and U and T for various slope regimes. As a first step we examine the small slope regime using the general solution. An asymptotic expansion of U(a, 6, x) in terms of the inverse of the slope leads to a first-order solution for R, where R, = (IKl)-l.
have to evaluate the function explicitly for various intermediate slope cases. These generally correspond to intermediate values of the argument X but there is some overlap into the asymptotic regimes. Procedures for evaluating the function U(1/2, 0, X) are outlined in Abramowitz [7] . Over the entire range of intermediate u/T values, R, turns out to be of the same order as T , and hence, in that range, T P X + R, B X and R, 9 X + T B A. Thus, T B X is both necessary and sufficient to give R, P X when we have intermediate u/T values and Gaussian correlation. The results for the power law correlation are similar, and hence, as long as q = 1, the necessary and sufficient arguments apply to that case as well. At this point we have established that, in terms of applying a physical optics model, there is a direct relationship between the correlation length of a surface and the radius of curvature. In particular, we have shown that there is a distinct difference in the conditions for physical optics scattering when the slopes are small. For that case the surface requirements are less restricted. In general, except for the small slope regime, the class of surfaces for which R, %-A is restricted to those for which T B A. These discussions have not addressed the specifics of the electromagnetics in a physical optics model but involve only the surface conditions under which the model can be applied. Equation (10) is derived under the assumption that R, + A (physical optics). To form the normalized cross section of the rough surface, U ' , it is necessary to calculate
V. SCATTERING IN PHYSICAL OPTICS
where ( e ) denotes an ensemble average over the random variables 4, tl, 4, , tu, tlXl, tly1. Here, 4 is the random height at point (x, y) and t1 is the random height at point ( X I , yI). The general PO expression (11) for ( T O involves a tenfold integramaking use of the stationarity of the random process, this expression can be reduced to an eightfold integral. It should be pointed out that the analysis so far has been completely general within the context of physical optics. The introduction of a limiting case solution at this point to reduce the formulation to a tractable form does not affect the original generality; only the subsequent results are limited. One frequently used technique to simplify this integration is to consider the solution in the high frequency geometric optics limit (k + g a ) 1 9 2 1 9 J 0 .
With that assumption, the expression for U' becomes an algebraic one. If we do not wish to introduce that limiting process to arrive at a solution, we can consider other assumptions that would allow alternative simplifications to the overall integration process. In our previous discussions, we pointed out that for a Gaussian height distribution and Gaussian correlation (4 I , 4 " ) = 0. For the case where the surface slopes are small, u/T < 1, this result also applies to the expected value of the heights tion over the variables x, Y , XI , YI , E , E I , E,, ty, 4 l,~, 4 1~1 .
BY
and slopes ( ( t , E ' ) = 0) at the two surface points in the integration. Then, since the heights and slopes are uncorrelated, the function F&, E,,) can be removed from the integral and approximated by an average value. The eightfold integral for U' then reduces to a single integral involving the characteristic function of the bivariate surface height distribution. Even though this is not a simple algebraic result it preserves the more general physical optics relations and does represent a form which is quite reasonable to work with given quadrature formulas and modern computer techniques.
In terms of our discussion of the less restrictive nature of surfaces to which physical optics scattering models can be applied, this single integral solution requires a small slope assumption. Similarly, as we have pointed out in another paper [ll] , there is an implicit small slope requirement on the traditional geometric optics solution which is not always recognized. Indeed, we showed there that for a surface with one dimensional roughness the single integral result agreed with the multiintegral unrestricted physical optics solution so long as the slopes were small. On the other hand, to show good agreement, the geometrical optics approximation required not only small slopes but also large Rayleigh roughness parameter. These results suggest that if we wish to extend physical optics models beyond the small slope regime, approximate solutions no longer apply and the more exact multiple integral formulations have to be used.
VI. SUMMARY
We have pointed out that so long as we restrict the scattering surface to be one with small slopes a quite broad class of surfaces can be modeled with physical optics formulations, and different approximate solutions can be employed. On the other hand, if we extend the surfaces to those with larger slopes the range of surfaces is restricted and the approximations no longer give good results.
